GIVING UP THE CAR KEYS?:
EXPLORING ALL "ROUTES“, AS WE AGE
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DRCE helps individuals find the best
driving solution:
Establish a baseline
Utilize objective measurements to explore components related
and staying safe BTW
Develop tailored plan of care; possible outcomes
Provide Education resources; guide topic discussion

AS WE AGE:
▶

There are several age-related diseases and conditions that affect
our ability to operate a vehicle safely:

Sensory changes
Cataracts, Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD) and refractive errors
Back and neck pain and osteoarthritis
Stroke
Diabetes
Dementia
Cancer
Cognitive Impairment and memory loss
Parkinson’s Disease
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Limb loss
Polypharmacy

Guiding the
Conversation:
Newly Diagnosed

▶

What to look out for?

▶

Questions to ask?

▶

When to call?

DRIVING WARNING SIGNS
▶

Medical issues aren't the only reasons to worry about driving abilities.
These problems suggest an older family member should have second
thoughts about driving:

•

Driving too slow or too fast consistently

•

Getting lost on familiar roads

•

Having recent car accidents or near misses

•

Having trouble parking or turning left

•

Receiving tickets for driving violations

•

Running red lights or stop signs

•

Showing up with new dents or scratches on the car

•

Using lanes improperly

GUIDING THE CONVERSATION
▶

Broach the conversation by gently pointing out that you're concerned about your loved one's
vulnerability on the road and ability to protect passengers from other, potentially more aggressive
drivers.
▶ It also worth encouraging older loved ones to take a self-assessment questionnaire from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to see if any potentially problematic symptoms
could affect their driving abilities. AARP also offers online safety courses for older drivers- could
reduce auto insurance premium.
▶ In addition, encourage your loved one to have an older adult driving evaluation. These are often
available at hospitals and administered by occupational therapists or driving rehab specialists.

Nondrivers have more options these days
▶

If it does become clear that your loved one needs to stop driving, you can help take some of the
sting from the loss by helping figure out practical ways to deal with it. Perhaps by using online
grocery delivery services, finding a friend or family member to step in and drive, or talking with a
religious leader to find other ways for your loved one to get to a place of worship.
▶ Help set up a taxi, Lyft or UBER account on your loved one's smartphone, and show him or her how
to use it if assistance is needed.
▶ "Rather than saying, Stop, say Let me help” says Gary J. Kennedy, director of geriatric psychiatry at
the Montefiore Medical Center in New York City.

WHAT WE DO
▶

Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialists
(CDRS), Occupational Therapists and
Occupational Therapy Assistant’s on staff for
evaluation and training purposes.

• Driver evaluation/assessments- Clinical and Behind
the wheel
• Driver training
• Case management
▶

As well as highly trained NMEDA and QAP
certified mobility technicians.

• Mobility Solutions: Installation, service and custom
fabrication

WHAT TO EXPECT AT YOUR FIRST VISIT
▶

During your ﬁrst visit @ DRCE, a qualiﬁed driving rehab specialist will perform an
evaluation to determine driving goals, needs, and possible solutions.

▶

A comprehensive driving evaluation will be conducted and consists of a clinical
evaluation/assessment and a behind-the-wheel assessment (if indicated).
❑

❑

Step 1: Clinical Exam (Pre-Driving)- Our specialists will use state-of- the-art
equipment to assess diﬀerent cognitive/physical components required for
safe driving:
❑

physical abilities

❑

cognitive functioning

❑

road knowledge

❑

vision

❑

reaction time

Step 2: Behind-the-Wheel Exam in our Specialized Vehicles: Once the

clinical portion of the assessment is completed, we will conduct a behind-the-wheel (on-road)
evaluation in one of our specially-modiﬁed vehicles. We use our company vehicles for this portion
of the assessment for safety reasons, as they are equipped with dual (driver and passenger)
controls and have additional adaptive driving equipment that can be utilized as needed. Family,
friends, etc. are not permitted to ride along for this evaluation.

RESULTS OF ASSESSMENTS
MAY INCLUDE
Resume driving or appropriate to continue with
obtaining learner’s permit.

Drive with limitations (ex: night restrictions or no
highway driving)

Rehabilitation or driver training (DRCE can
create a specific treatment plan for the client)

Need for auto adaptive equipment (DRCE can
write prescriptions for the most appropriate and
necessary equipment)

Stop driving or educate client/family on results
correlates with client not appropriate to
continue with driving process currently

MEDICAL REVIEW
PROCESS
If you are placed under medical review or receive a
Notice of potential suspension:
▶

Medical Review Services (MRS) is a team at DMV
headquarters that reviews all cases where Virginia drivers
may have a mental or physical condition that may impair
driving ability, even temporarily. These conditions may
include:

•

Level of consciousness;

•

Seizures;

•

Vision changes;

•

Impairment of judgment; or

•

Loss of motor functions

MEDICAL REVIEW CONT.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Customer is referred to Medical Review Services (MRS)
Customer receives correspondence and forms from MRS with detailed
instructions regarding the medical condition, medication, or event that the
customer is required to have addressed by their medical provider
Customer schedules an appointment with the appropriate medical provider to
review the relevant information requested by the DMV
Medical provider and customer complete applicable sections of the medical
review document (MED 2 and/or MED 4) - medical providers may note N/A on
the portions of the form that do not pertain to the customer. Then medical
provider will mail or fax the completed MED 2 and/or MED 4 to Medical
Review Services.
Once MRS has received all requested documentation, a trained evaluator will
review the report(s) according to policies established in consultation with the
Medical Advisory Board. In cases when MRS requires additional information,
the evaluator will contact the customer or their provider. Once the review is
complete, the evaluator will contact the customer with the result of the review
and any requirements.

As part of the medical review process, DMV may require you to:

MEDICAL REVIEW
CONT.

▶

Submit a medical statement (Form MED-2) from your physician,
physician's assistant, or nurse practitioner.

▶

Submit a vision statement (Form MED-4) from your
ophthalmologist/optometrist

▶

Undergo an evaluation by a Driver Rehabilitation Specialist in a driver
evaluation program

▶

Pass the two-part driver's license knowledge exam

▶

Pass the road skills test

Based on DMV's evaluation of the medical information and/or test
results, DMV will determine whether to:
▶

Suspend your driving privilege;

▶

Restrict your driving privilege;

▶

Require you to complete a driver evaluation; or

▶

Require you to submit periodic medical and/or vision reports

▶

If you are required to submit a periodic medical and/or vision report,
DMV will send you a reminder letter approximately 60 days prior to the
due date.

FACTS ABOUT DRIVING AS WE AGE
▶

“The more medications you take and the more medical conditions you have,
the more at risk you are with driving,” says Gary J. Kennedy, director of
geriatric psychiatry at the Montefiore Medical Center in New York City.

▶

Thirty-seven states and the District of Columbia have special provisions for
mature drivers — Maryland requires a vision test for renewal starting at age
40, for example. Along with vision tests, these might include in-person license
renewals, more frequent renewals and road tests, according to the Governors
Highway Safety Association.

▶

NHTSA estimates that most people killed in traffic crashes involving older
drivers are 65 and older. About 67% of the deaths in 2020 were either the
older driver or their passenger, also 65 years of age or older:

CASE STUDY 1:
64 y/o male who presented to us 2 years post stroke with some residual left
sided numbness and double vision- improved since stroke. Comorbidities
include Type 2 Diabetes- insulin dependent, left upper extremity tremors,
dyslexia and anxiety.
Clean driving record prior to stroke. Drove locally only to part time work
and limited highway and night driving.
States he has been utilizing Uber to his job since stroke- feels unsafe.

Recommendations and outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Ophthalmology with specific visual field assessment
F/u drive after favorable vision report
Potential driver rehab services to work on visual scanning strategies
Not drive until medically cleared

Client returned with a favorable vision report and completed 3 hours of driver
training with good carryover, and it was recommended that client resume driving
with physician sign off.

CASE STUDY 2:
79 y/o female who was referred to us s/p fall resulting in R
upper and lower extremity fractures. Client with a history of
strokes and has expressive aphasia. Client ambulates with a
walker.
Client is an experienced driver that drives local to her home
and less than 50 miles per week.

Results and recommendations:
There were several safety concerns identified during the behind the
wheel assessment, clinical portion more favorable. After reviewing
results with client and daughter, therapist offered a follow up drive to
be conducted near client's home.

More favorable f/u drive and recommendations were as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

No night or highway driving
Drive on roads with speed limit 45MPH and under
Familiar routes only within 5-mile radius
Utilize personal vehicle only
Participate in annual driving evaluations to monitor changes

CASE STUDY 3:
80 y/o male who presented to us after an accident where he was
unable to brake due to sensory loss in lower extremity and totaled his
vehicle.
Client has medical history that includes cataracts, lumbar stenosis
and leg weakness and right foot drop. Client felt it was unsafe to
continue driving with his lower extremities and wanted to look at hand
control options.

Results and recommendations:
It was recommended that with a favorable vision assessment
completed by an optometrist, client can complete driver training with
appropriate auto equipment and continue to install in personally
owned vehicle.
Client completed 6 hours total of Driver training hours with a left
push/pull hand control and pedal guard. We wrote a prescription for
above mentioned equipment and completed post modification
training. Client is independent in his vehicle now with modifications.

“I am extremely thankful to the therapistsʼ observations
which the evaluation has validated. I have ceased
driving entirely based upon the evaluation, and upon
getting the letter from DMV, I promptly mailed my
driver's license to their oﬀice in Richmond. The anxiety
that my family had to date is now a closed issue. It had
been an enormous source of tension for them; and your
in-depth evaluation has now put an end to their
worries. ”

TESTIMONIALS
“The staff was helpful and
professional. My examiner is a
qualiﬁed occupational therapist and
administered both the clinical & driving
elements with grace and charm. All in
all, a very positive experience.”

“

I live in Frederick, MD and after searching for over 6 months for someone to install
running boards on my 82-year-old mom's Subaru, I ﬁnally, thankfully, received a
recommendation to contact DRCE. I couldn't have asked for a better experience. The
DRCE team was so compassionate to my mom's mobility issues and designed and
installed the running boards in under 3 days and at a price point that allowed her to
take advantage of the Subaru Mobility Assist Program meaning it cost her $0.00. I wish
all businesses had the quality customer service that I received from this team! A true
joy to work with! Now I don't worry about my mom getting hurt just getting into her
brand-new SUV and they look fantastic, like they came straight from the factory. Thank
you DRCE!

“I have a condition which has left me with very little control of my
legs and feet and had caused me to cease driving. My doctor
referred me to a neurologist who in turn referred me to DRCE. I
was given an evaluation and then driving lessons using several
different hand controls on several different vehicles before deciding
which one was best for me. Everyone I had contact with, the
receptionist, evaluator, instructors, and installer were all very
professional, knowledgeable, friendly, and helpful . I would
highly recommend DRCE. They have truly given me my
independence and my life back.”
Donald Levinson

”

“Tammy and the whole team at DRCE went above and
beyond to help me get back behind the wheel after seven
years of trying to get everything right. Driving as a
quadriplegic has several challenges but they were no
match for this shop's knowledge and expertise. If it weren't
for them, I don't think I would ever drive again.
Absolutely top-notch from start to ﬁnish.
10 out of 10 recommend!”

▶NMEDA:

National Mobility Equipment Dealers Association

https://nmeda.org/
▶AOTA:

American Occupational Therapy Association

https://www.aota.org/olderdriver
▶ADED:

Association for Driving Rehabilitation Specialists.

https://www.aded.net/
▶AARP-

CITATIONS AND
RESOURCE PAGE

https://www.aarp.org/caregiving/basics/info-2019/is-it-time-to-stop-drivin
g.html?fbclid=IwAR27B0eS262Ku6OLEtxQzoKt-qgR-veamOCraWLGMIjJnfF
UQcNldFB01hs
▶AARP
▶The
▶VA

Driver Safety Programs: www.aarp.org/safedriving

Hartford: www.thehartford.com/lifetime
DMV:

https://www.dmv.virginia.gov/drivers/#medical/spec_restrict.asp
▶MD

DMV: https://mva.maryland.gov/

▶NHTSA-

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration:

https://www.nhtsa.gov/
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